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Synopsis

Aran Goto is at the top of his game, but he is always looking for new and innovative business ventures. Seeing a need to maximize his output, Aran is eying the floral market. His empire was built on producing medical herbs for pharmaceutical and food companies. But it was time for him to bring on a partner to help with his ambitious aspirations. Being overwhelmed with a bunch of mediocre applicants, he was beginning losing faith. That is until he meets Shauna. Shauna ran a floral business in the city and knew exactly how to take the company to the next level. What she didn’t expect was that her passion for work would soon affect Aran in more than one way. How does Shauna deal with the sudden dilemma she’s thrown when her professional and personal life begin to collide?
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Customer Reviews

Wonderful story great heroes and heroine very spicy but very tasteful this is yet another book of Alicia that I will read again and again. The characters are well developed and the reader is completely engaged with the various personalities involved. The relationships are so hot the reader needs a fan or ice (haha). Great read
This contemporary new adult interracial fiction book interests me. This is not just about an ordinary book for me to read. This tells a story of success and failure, on how one failed even if he did everything he thought was the right thing to do. This book gives its readers some moral lessons that we won’t learn in our everyday life.

This is well-written, the author really did put some spices to make it alluring and strikes the readers’ interest. I like how the story goes, the characters and plot are well mannered. A heartwarming contemporary romance story that really strikes my interest. Love has really no boundaries and it can make things possible.

The author did a fine job with the plotting. I actually had a great time reading through the pages and it’s obvious that the authors really know their craft. Each page takes you to an emotional adventure full for love. The book is really worth your afternoon tea and I’m sure you’ll want a sequel in this one.

It is really great book. There are so much pleasant dialogues in this book. I remembered the examples from world classical literature. I hardly believed in the presence of such books in our modern literature, So I think this book will touch everybody, who wanted to read it.
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